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Elements of Music Lesson #1

WELCOME
Hello, I’m Hank Valencia. I’ll be your music teacher for the next few weeks. To get started, click through the links to the right. At the end I’ll be giving you a quiz, so pay attention! I’m a nice guy, but I take my teaching responsibilities very seriously.

Welcome
1. Rhythm
2. Tempo
3. Melody
4. Harmony
5. Quiz #1

For a four-piece whose infectious qualities ride heavily on an unconventional mixture of heartfelt optimism and captivating hooks, the choice to name Sparkadia’s debut album Postcards comes off as an apt choice. Because as lead vocalist Alex Burnett explains, the art of music is one of the best ways to . . .
Elements of Music Lesson #1

RHYTHM

Rhythm refers to the surface activity of music, containing sounds most often longer and shorter than the beat.
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QUIZ #1: ELEMENTS OF MUSIC

Click on the link below to take Quiz #1 out of 3 for this unit. Once you are finished, exit this box to continue your tour of Medieval Week in Musicopolis.

Take the Quiz

Quiz complete! Go back to review your answers or exit this box to continue your tour of Medieval Week in Musicopolis.
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Medieval Composer Gallery

Guillaume de Machaut

Born/Died: c. 1300-1377
Place of Birth: Rheims, France

Machaut is perhaps the most important composer of the fourteenth century
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DVD Section: Medieval Featured Selection

Mega MixTape Lobby
The Medieval Period (450-1450)

This period in European history is also called the Middle Ages. That title was given by later historians who viewed that time period as appearing between the Renaissance (1450-1600) and pre-Christian Greek and Roman times.

Hey, I noticed you were browsing some Medieval Music. Some people call me the Oracle of Medieval Music. I don’t want to brag, but hey, when they’re right they’re right. And you? Are you a know-it-all or a wannabe? Let’s find out.
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CD Section: Medieval Featured Selection

Quiz #3: Audio Quiz is now Complete! Make a selection below to return to the CD Section or Lobby.
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Hi I’m Holly, a female singer/songwriter. Although my music is very modern the tradition of women telling stories through their music goes all the way back to medieval times. At the time, women were not allowed to sing or play in churches, but they were allowed to play secular music.
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St. Francis of Assisi
Basic 411

Saint Francis of Assisi and the Laudisti
Once I attracted a group of eleven followers and they sang laude (hymns of praise) while beating themselves with whips that tore their flesh—all in denial of human pleasure.
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WARNING!!! You are about to take a comprehensive end of unit exam. Do not proceed unless you are sure you have had an opportunity to cover thoroughly all of the material in this unit.